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Reviewer's report:

Major compulsory revisions: no such revisions needed.
Minor essential revisions:
Abstract: in the Results section it would be helpful if you spell out ED, OB/GYN and PC for those who are not familiar with these acronyms. The data is somewhat old but nothing can be done about this.
Page 6 bottom: please explain PCP
Page 12 5th line from the bottom: I think the common understanding is that 2 should be two as it is a figure below 10, then it is spelled out.
Page 15: first line: delete are in " These women ARE may feel...

Apart from these minor things there is no need to make any changes. The paper is well written and easy to follow.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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